Sequence preferences of covalent DNA binding by anti-(+)- and anti-(-)-benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxides.
The sequence preferences of formation of piperidine-labile adducts of guanine by individual (+)- and (-)-isomers of trans-7,8-dihydroxy-anti-9,10-epoxy-7,8,9,10- tetrahydrobenzo[a]pyrene [anti-(+)- and anti-(-)-BPDE] were examined by techniques analogous to chemical DNA sequencing. Data were obtained on over 1200 bases with anti-(-)-BPDE and 1000 bases with anti-(+)-BPDE. Guanines on average yielded more labile adducts than other bases, and the reactivities of guanines with both anti-(+)- and anti-(-)-BPDE isomers were found to be distinctly nonrandom with respect to DNA sequence. The most and least reactive guanines, defined in terms of the upper and lower 10 percentiles of reactivity, differed on average by a factor of 17. This range of guanine reactivities was correlated with distinct sequence preferences, which differed in part for the two isomers. The strongest determinant for preferred reaction of anti-(-)-BPDE to form a labile adduct at a guanine was the presence of a 3'-flanking guanine, but a thymine 5'-flanking a guanine also generally enhanced reactivity. The triplets containing central guanines most preferred by anti-(-)-BPDE were AGG, CGG, and TG(G greater than T greater than C,A). anti-(+)-BPDE also formed labile adducts preferentially at AGG and CGG triplets, but not at TGN triplets. Significant effects of next-nearest-neighbor bases on guanine reactivities were also noted.